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ABSTRACT

To effectively quantify the impact of distributed photovoltaic (PV) access on the distribution network, this paper
proposes a comprehensive evaluation method of distributed PV grid connection combining subjective and objective
combination of assignment and technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal solution (TOPSIS)—
rank sum ratio (RSR) (TOPSIS-RSR) method. Based on the traditional distribution network evaluation system,
a comprehensive evaluation system has been constructed. It fully considers the new development requirements
of distributed PV access on the environmental friendliness and absorptive capacity of the distribution grid and
comprehensively reflects the impact of distributed PV grid connection. The analytic hierarchy process (AHP)
was used to determine the subjective weights of the primary indicators, and the Spearman consistency test was
combined to determine the weights of the secondary indicators based on three objective assignment methods. The
subjective and objective combination weights of each assessment indicator were calculated through the principle of
minimum entropy. Calculate the distance between the indicators to be evaluated and the positive and negative
ideal solutions, the relative closeness ranking, and qualitative binning by TOPSIS-RSR method to obtain the
comprehensive evaluation results of different scenarios. By setting up different PV grid-connected scenarios and
utilizing the IEEE33 node simulation algorithm, the correctness and effectiveness of the proposed subject-object
combination assignment and integrated assessment method are verified.

KEYWORDS
Distributed PV grid-connected; comprehensive evaluation; evaluation indicator system; combined subjective and
objective empowerment; TOPSIS-RSR method

1 Introduction

In recent years, distributed renewable energy generation technology has developed rapidly and
the installed capacity has continued to rise [1]. Compared with centralized new energy power plants,
distributed generation has obvious advantages in terms of flexibility, power transmission cost and
utilization rate [2], and is widely used in rooftop photovoltaic power generation and multi-energy
ships. However, the access of large-scale distributed PV will change the source-load structure and
operation mode of the distribution network [3], which will have different degrees of impact on network
currents and system losses [4], and the differentiation of its access location, access capacity and
layout and other configuration schemes will lead to significant differences in the operational safety,
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reliability, power supply quality and PV absorptive capacity of the distribution network [5]. In order
to effectively quantify the impact of large-scale distributed photovoltaic access, it provides necessary
support and reference for the planning and construction of new distribution grids, operation decision-
making, and design of control and protection strategies [6]. Constructing a scientific, systematic, and
complete comprehensive assessment system and proposing correct and practical assessment methods
is necessary.

For the traditional distribution network condition assessment problem, scholars mostly construct
the indicator system with a single item or a few items of voltage quality, reliability, and economy
[5,7]. In contrast, with the high penetration of distributed PV connected to the grid, the traditional
assessment system and indicators need to be extended and updated as necessary to ensure the
comprehensiveness and comprehensiveness of the indicators. In this regard, the impact of distributed
energy access on distribution network reliability was studied and quantified in reference [8]. The
distributed PV access to the distribution network is quantitatively evaluated from the operating cost
perspective [9]. In reference [10], the distribution network’s ability to consume distributed energy is
assessed. However, the focus is only on the absorptive of the distribution network and no other aspects
are considered. In reference [11], indicators such as power quality and security were selected to assess
the impact of distributed PV grid integration on the distribution network. Constructing indicators
only from factors reflecting the state of the traditional distribution network has some limitations, and
it is necessary to consider the state indicators of the distribution network when a high percentage
of distributed PV is connected to the grid. The indicator system studied in the above paper only
considers part of the impact brought by the grid connection of distributed power sources, while the
comprehensive assessment indicator system needs to be improved.

In addition, the reasonable assignment of weights to different levels and dimensions of evaluation
indicators can effectively ensure the scientific nature of the evaluation results. AHP was applied to
determine the comprehensive weights of evaluation indicators [12]. A triangular fuzzy multi-attribute
decision method is proposed, and a comprehensive evaluation model is established in combination
with fuzzy AHP [13], while the weight calculation results of these methods are highly subjective;
In the objective assignment method, the entropy weighting method is applied to assign weights to
the evaluation model to make a comprehensive assessment of different evaluation schemes [14]. In
reference [15], the entropy weighting method was used to calculate the weights of each indicator,
and then the distribution coefficients were determined based on gray correlation analysis, which
strengthened the variability among the indicators. The coefficient of variation method was used to
assign the indicator weights in reference [16].

However, a single subjective and objective weighting method cannot fully characterize the
importance of the evaluation indicators. Using a combination of subjective and objective weighting
can consider both advantages and improve the scientific nature of the indicator weighting results. In
reference [17], an improved AHP-CRITIC evaluation strategy was established. Although the method
has certain advantages in some application scenarios, it is highly subjective and may lead to the
evaluation results being influenced by individual bias. In reference [18], a combined assignment
method based on G1-anti-entropy weights was proposed as a comprehensive evaluation model to
determine the weights of indicators from both subjective and objective perspectives. The method relies
too much on the stability or certainty of the indicators, which may neglect or underestimate other key
evaluation indicators with high differences or variability, leading to an imbalance in the allocation of
weights.
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In terms of evaluation methods, the fuzzy TOPSIS method was used in reference [19] to rank
and evaluate the solutions, and its main idea is based on the fact that the optimal solution should
have the farthest distance from the negative ideal solution and the shortest distance from the positive
ideal solution, but its indicator assignment method is relatively single [20]. In reference [21], a new
model for determining the weight coefficients of the site selection criteria of solar PV projects based
on the logarithmic additive assessment of the weight coefficients (LAAW) was proposed, but the
model is more arbitrary in its correction of subjective assignments and the evaluation results are easily
influenced by expert preferences. In reference [22], an energy efficiency assessment method based on
a system weighted directed graph equivalence model was proposed. In reference [23], an effective
assessment of distribution network operation economy was achieved by constructing a multi-level
expandable assessment model. It is worth noting that most of the studies use only subjective evaluation
methods and do not consider the qualitative grading of the evaluation scheme.

In order to more comprehensively assess the impact of distributed PV grid integration on the dis-
tribution network, this paper strategically integrates two innovative evaluation indicators. Meanwhile,
considering the accuracy of the evaluation results, a new combination assignment strategy is proposed.
A comprehensive TOPSIS-RSR evaluation method is adopted, which quantitatively analyzes the grid-
connected scheme’s multidimensional performance and further implements a comparative qualitative
and quantitative study.

The main contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:

1) To solve the problem of an imperfect comprehensive evaluation indicator system of distribution
network, this paper introduces environmental friendliness and absorptive capacity indicators based
on voltage quality, reliability, and economic indicators included in the traditional distribution net-
work evaluation system, establishes a more comprehensive secondary distributed PV grid-connected
complete evaluation indicator system, and proposes the quantification method of each indicator.

2) Aiming at the limitations of the subjective and objective assignment method, this paper adopts
AHP method to calculate the subjective weights of the primary indicators. Combining entropy weight
method, coefficient of variation method and CRITIC method, the objective weight results of the
secondary indicators are obtained through a consistency test. According to the principle of entropy
weight minimization, the subjective weights of the primary indicators and the accurate importance
of the secondary indicators are weighted and averaged to calculate the comprehensive subjective and
objective consequences of the evaluation indicators.

3) In this paper, a comprehensive evaluation system for distribution networks based on the
TOPSIS-RSR method is proposed. The TOPSIS method is utilized to calculate the distance between
the indicators to be evaluated and the positive and negative ideal schemes, as well as the relative
proximity ranking. The idea of the RSR method is utilized for qualitative and hierarchical analysis
to derive the comprehensive evaluation results of different grid-connected schemes.

The structure of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 systematically presents the compre-
hensive evaluation indicator system and describes its calculation method; Section 3 delves into the
connotation and application of the subjective-objective combinatorial empowerment technique and
TOPSIS-RSR method; Section 4 demonstrates and verifies the scientificity and reasonableness of the
evaluation method proposed in this study with the help of empirical analysis; Section 5 proposes the
conclusion.
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2 Distributed PV Grid-Connected Comprehensive Assessment Indicator System

According to the principle that the construction of an indicator system should satisfy compre-
hensiveness, rationality and independence, the evaluation indicator system of the distribution network
constructed in this paper is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: PV grid-connected comprehensive evaluation indicator system

Reliability, voltage quality, and economy are the basic requirements for grid power supply and
the primary indicators for evaluating whether PV grid connection is reasonable. Considering the
contribution of the PV power generation process to reducing pollutant gas emissions [10] and the
practical absorptive problem, the environmental friendliness and absorptive capacity indicators are
introduced into the traditional distribution network evaluation system. In contrast, a total of 17
secondary indicators are set up. The specific indicator symbols and calculation methods are shown
in Eqs. (1)–(21).

2.1 Voltage Quality Indicator
Distributed PV access will change the tidal distribution of the distribution network and affect

the node voltage. In order to quantitatively analyze the impact of distributed PV access on the voltage
quality of the distribution network, two indicators, node voltage qualification rate and degree of system
voltage improvement, are selected to characterize the degree of impact.

1) Node voltage qualification rate refers to the ratio of the number of nodes within the allowed
voltage deviation to the total number of nodes after the distributed PV is connected, and the larger
the result, the better the voltage quality, that is:

e1 = Nno

N
(1)

where, Nno is the number of nodes not exceeding the allowable node voltage range; N is the total number
of system nodes.
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2) Degree of system voltage improvement is determined by the ratio of system voltage amplitude
Ure and Uint before and after distributed PV access, and the larger the result, the better the improvement
of system voltage after PV access. Its formula is:

e2 = Uint

Ure

− 1 (2)

2.2 Reliability Indicator
In this paper, the reliability analysis of the distribution network with distributed PV is carried

out by the minimum path method. The Markov stochastic process is used to represent the transition
process from the fault state to the normal operation state [24], and the load that can be restored by the
distributed PV forming an island when a fault occurs under a particular scheme is determined by the
breadth-first search [25]. The specific algorithm flowchart is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Flow chart for calculating the reliability indicator of the minimum road method

According to the above reliability calculation method, the following indicators are selected to
characterize the system reliability of distributed PV after grid connection.

1) System average interruption frequency indicator (SAIFI) (times/user-years) and system average
interruption duration indicator (SAIDI) (hours/user-years) are as follows:

g1 =
∑

i

Fi∑
i

Ni

(3)
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g2 =
∑

i

τQ,iNi∑
i

Ni

(4)

where, Fi and Ni are the number of customer outages and the number of customers of node i; τQ,i is the
composite failure rate of node i.

2) Average service availability (ASAI) is:

g3 = 1 − g2

Tr

(5)

where, Tr is the total statistical outage time of the system.

3) Expected energy not supplied (EENS) is:

g4 =
∑

i∈S

CiFiDi (6)

where, Ci, Fi and Di are the load power, system state frequency and state duration of the system cut
in state i, respectively; S is the full set of states of the system that do not meet the load demand in the
specified time.

4) Rate of change of system power supply shortage can be expressed as:

g5 = LEre − LEint

LEre

(7)

where, LEre and LEint denote the total system power supply shortage before and after the distributed
PV connection.

2.3 Economic Indicator
The widespread access to distributed PV changes the traditional distribution network’s power

structure and tidal distribution. The system operation status and network losses differ significantly
from those before PV access. It can also effectively reduce the intensity of existing distribution
equipment in the distribution network, shorten the investment cycle of new equipment, and reduce
the cost of the distribution network [26]. Therefore, the following economic evaluation indicators are
proposed in this paper in combination with relevant economic parameters.

1) System operating cost caused by the active and reactive power fluctuations at node i are as
follows:

Ci,p =
L∑

l=1

ΔPi
l,ΔpCl,p +

L∑
l=1

ΔQi
l,ΔpCl,q (8)

Ci,q =
L∑

l=1

ΔPi
l,ΔqCl,p +

L∑
l=1

ΔQi
l,ΔqCl,q (9)

where, ΔPi
l,Δp and ΔQi

l,Δp are the active and reactive power fluctuation values of the distribution
equipment caused by the active power fluctuation of node i; ΔPi

l,Δq and ΔQi
l,Δq are the active and

reactive power fluctuation values of the distribution equipment l caused by the reactive power
fluctuation of node i; The subscripts Δp and Δq indicate the active and reactive power fluctuation
values of the node i; Cl,p and Cl,q are the unit active and reactive power costs of the distribution
equipment l; l indicates the distribution equipment responsible for the power injection of the node.
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Then the average value of active and reactive power unit cost of node i is:

h1 = 1
N

N∑
i=1

Ci,p

Δp
(10)

h2 = 1
N

N∑
i=1

Ci,q

Δq
(11)

2) Average line loss rate can be expressed as:

h3 = SEref + SEint − TEint

SEref + SEint

(12)

where, SEref denotes the annual power supply of conventional generating units; SEint and TEint denotes
the annual power supply and annual electricity sales of PV power sources.

3) Degree of system loss improvement can be expressed as:

h4 = lossint

lossre

(13)

where, lossre and lossint denote the total system operating losses before and after PV access.

4) Maximum line operation loss improvement degree can be expressed as:

h5 = max
i∈(1,N)

(
lossi,int

lossi,re

)
(14)

where, lossi,re and lossi,int denote the operating loss of line i before and after PV access.

2.4 Environmentally Friendliness Indicator
Compared with conventional energy generation, PV power generation has significantly lower

emissions of pollutants such as CO2, CO, sulfide and nitrogen compounds, effectively improving the
environmental friendliness benefits in the energy absorptive processes [27]. Therefore, this paper adopts
degree of improvement in systemic pollutant gas emissions and pollutant emission control reduction
costs per unit of electricity generated as its environmental friendliness assessment indicator.

1) Degree of improvement in systemic pollutant gas emissions can be expressed as:

v1 = Eint

Ere

(15)

where, Ere and Eint are the total pollutant gas emissions before and after PV access.

Ei,int is the annual emission of each pollutant, which is related to the type of power generation
equipment and power generation, that is:

Ei,int =
B∑

g=1

PgEig +
H∑

h=1

PhEih (16)

where, Pg and Ph are the active power output of the gth conventional unit and the hth PV generation
facility; Eig and Eih are the pollutant gas emissions per unit of active power output of the gth
conventional unit and the hth PV generation facility; B is the number of conventional generators
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installed, H is the number of distributed PVs installed;
B∑

g=1

PgEig denotes the annual emissions of the

ith pollutant before the PV is connected to the grid, denoted by Ei,re.

The total gas emissions Ere and Eint before and after PV grid integration are as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ere =
K∑

i=1

ziEi,re

Eint =
K∑

i=1

ziEi,int

K∑
i=1

zi = 1

0 � zi � 1

(17)

where, K is the total pollutant gas class; zi is the ith pollutant gas weighting factor.

2) Pollutant emission control reduction costs per unit of electricity generated can be expressed as:

v2 =

K∑
i=1

(
Ei,re − Ei,int

) × SEint

K∑
i=1

mi

(18)

where, mi is the annual treatment cost of the ith pollutant.

2.5 Absorptive Capacity Indicator
Due to the limitation of the distribution grid structure, the grid-connected absorptive of dis-

tributed PV with a high penetration rate is facing significant challenges. In this paper, we consider
the coordination relationship between local absorptive and outgoing transmission of distributed PV
after grid connection and evaluate the PV absorptive capacity that the system is capable of with three
indicators: PV outgoing rate, PV abandonment rate, and PV reduction rate.

1) PV outfeed rate refers to the maximum percentage of PV outfeed power to its total generated
power in a certain time. Its equation is:

o1 = Ps − lossint

PPV

(19)

where, Ps denotes the theoretical outgoing power of PV unit; PPV is the actual active power output
of PV.

2) PV abandonment rate refers to the maximum percentage of abandoned power to the total PV
power generated in a certain time. Its formula is:

o2 = PPV − Ps − Pz

PPV

(20)

where, Pz is the inherent in-situ power absorptive.

3) PV reduction rate refers to the maximum percentage of total system operating losses over a
certain period of time for PV local absorptive and outgoing power, that is:

o3 = lossint

Pz + Ps

(21)
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In calculating the PV inherent in-situ absorptive power Pz, the correlation between the voltage
level of distribution network nodes and PV grid-connected power is considered, and the Monte Carlo
[28] random sampling method is used to simulate all possible scenarios of distributed PV access to
the distribution network from three aspects: the number of PV power access, access point distribution
and grid-connected power, and then the value of Pz is determined by the stochastic process evaluation.
After Pz is determined, the above three absorptive capacity indicators under different distributed PV
grid connection scenarios are calculated by combining the system voltage constraint and distribution
line transmission power constraint to achieve PV grid connection absorptive capacity assessment.

3 Comprehensive Evaluation of Distributed PV Grid-Connected Based on Combined Empowerment and
TOPSIS-RSR Method
3.1 Calculation of Subjective Weights for the Primary Indicators

AHP is a systematic evaluation and decision-making method that combines qualitative and
quantitative analysis. By establishing a hierarchical model, the subjective judgment of each indicator
is transformed into weight analysis to solve complex problems. In this paper, AHP is used to calculate
the subjective weights of 5 primary indicators in Fig. 1.

According to the reciprocal inverse theory [29], the indicators are compared two by two using the
relative 1–9 scaling method, the indicator judgment matrix Ec is constructed, its maximum eigenvalue
λmax is obtained, and the consistency test is performed to determine whether the hierarchical single
ranking can be performed. When the consistency ratio CR of Ec satisfies (22), it indicates that the
consistency of matrix Ec is acceptable, that is:

CR = λmax − C
(C − 1) RI

< 0.1 (22)

where, RI denotes the random consistency indicator, which is determined by checking the table; C is
the number of indicators. At this point, the subjective weight αj of the jth indicator is shown in (23),
and ejy indicates the relative judgmental importance value of assessment indicator j on y. Its formula
is:

αj =

C∏
j=1

ejy

C∑
j=1

C∏
y=1

e
1
C
jy

, 0 < αj < 1 (23)

3.2 Calculation of Objective Weights for the Secondary Indicators
3.2.1 Indicator Pre-Processing

For b PV grid-connected scenarios to be assessed, let there be a total of q secondary indicators
under any primary indicator, and construct a matrix X of eigenvalues of the secondary indicator values
xij(i = 1, 2, · · · , b; j = 1, 2, · · · , q) under the corresponding primary indicator as follows:

X =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

x11 x12 · · · x1b

x21 x22 · · · x2b

· · · · · · · · · · · ·
xq1 xq2 · · · xqb

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (24)
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To avoid meaningless arithmetic data, certain eigenvalues in matrix X need to be taken as positive,
i.e., the larger the value of the more optimal forward indicator x′

ij+ and the smaller the value of the more
optimal inverse indicator x′

ij− in matrix X are normalized as:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

x′
ij+ = xij − minj xij

maxj xij − minj xij

x′
ij− = maxj xij − xij

maxj xij − minj xij

(25)

After the transformation, the positive and negative indicators are equalized into positive indica-
tors to obtain the normalization matrix X′, whose optimal and inferior values are 1 and 0, respectively.
In this section, the entropy weight method, the CRITIC method and the coefficient of variation
method are used to derive the objective weights of each secondary indicator. The weights are assigned
to each combination of indicators by consistency test based on Spearman’s correlation coefficient.

3.2.2 Calculation of Objective Weights for Different Methods

1) Entropy weight method

The entropy weight method is based on objective indicator data through the calculation of the
entropy value of the indicator to find out the weight of each indicator. It can effectively avoid the
human subjective factors in determining the weights by the Delphi method, hierarchical analysis
method, and other methods [14]. The process of determining the weights of each secondary indicator
in Fig. 1 using the entropy weighting method is as follows.

First, the weight of the ith evaluation object indicator eigenvalue x′
ij under the jth indicator is

calculated and the weight matrix AO is obtained, that is:

AO =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

ao11 ao12 · · · ao1b

ao21 ao22 · · · ao2b

· · · · · · · · · · · ·
aoq1 aoq2 · · · aoqb

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (26)

The element aoij in the matrix can be calculated from the element X′ in the standard matrix x′
ij. Its

formula is:

aoij = x′
ij

b∑
i=1

x′
ij

(27)

Then, calculate the entropy value wj of the jth indicator and normalize it to get Wj, that is:

wj = −
b∑

i=1

aoij ln aoij (28)

Wj = ej

ln b
= −

b∑
i=1

aoij ln aoij

ln b
(29)
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In turn, the weight βj of the jth indicator can be found as:

βj = gj

q∑
j=1

gj

= 1 − Wj

q −
q∑

j=1

Wj

(30)

where, gj denotes the coefficient of variation of the jth indicator, gj = 1 − Wj; q is the number of
secondary indicators under each primary indicator.

2) CRITIC method

The objective weighting method of CRITIC is to calculate the objective weights of indicators based
on the contrast between PV grid connection schemes and the conflict information between indicators.
The larger the value of the standard deviation indicates that the greater the difference in the calculation
results of the indicators under each program, the higher the weight of the indicators. And the conflict
information between indicators is expressed by the correlation coefficient, the closer the correlation
coefficient is to 1, the smaller the conflict between two indicators, the lower the weight of the indicator
[30]. The standard deviation of indicators under each scheme and the correlation coefficients between
indicators can be expressed as:

sj =
√√√√1

q

b∑
i=1

(
x′

ij − x
′
j

)2

(31)

ρij = cov
(
x′

i , x′
j

)
sisj

(32)

where, x
′
j is the mean of the jth indicator; cov

(
x′

i , x′
j

)
is the covariance of the corresponding row and

column in x′
ij.

Let the amount of information contained in each secondary indicator Gj, that is:

Gj = sj

b∑
i=1

(
1 − ρij

)
, j = 1, 2, · · · , q (33)

where,
∑b

i=1 1−ρij denotes the quantitative indicator of the jth indicator’s conflicting nature with other
indicators; The magnitude of information Gj and the indicator weight are positively correlated.

And its weight χj can be expressed as:

χj = Gj

b∑
i=1

Gj

(34)

3) Coefficient of variation method

The coefficient of variation method is used to assign weights by directly using the information
contained in the indicators and by calculating the coefficient of variation of each indicator to the
target value [16]. The coefficient of variation of the indicator is:

Vj = sj

x
′
j

(35)
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Further, the coefficient of variation Vj is normalized according to Eq. (36), and the objective
weight γj of the indicator is obtained as:

γj = Vj

b∑
i=1

Vj

(36)

3.2.3 Consistency Test of Weighting Results

For the same sample set, in order to reduce the influence of weight variability on the evaluation
results, the consistency test should be conducted on the indicator weights obtained by different
methods before the combination of weights. In this paper, Spearman’s correlation coefficient is chosen
to achieve quantitative evaluation of the degree of correlation between the results of different weights,
and its formula is as follows:

rst = 1 −
6

M∑
i=1

d2
i

M (M2 − 1)
(37)

where, di is the ranking difference ensemble of the results of different method weight calculations,
which can be determined according to the paper [31]; M is the number of objective weight results;
Spearman correlation coefficient rst ∈ [−1, 1], if the value of the variable coefficient is close to 0, it is
not correlated, and if the variable coefficient is close to 1 or −1, it has a positive or negative strong
correlation.

3.3 Calculation of Subject-Objective Combination Weights
When the consistency test shows that the three assignment methods have a significant positive

correlation, the final objective combination weight λj can be obtained by calculating the mean values
of the weight coefficients of the secondary indicators determined by the three objective assignment
methods and weighting the above subjective weight αj and objective combination weight λj based on the
principle of minimum entropy weight [32] to obtain the subjective and objective combination weight
σj of the jth secondary indicator containing the distributed PV distribution network. Its formula is:

σj =
√

αjλj

b∑
i=1

√
αjλj

(38)

3.4 Distributed PV Grid-Connected Evaluation Based on TOPSIS-RSR Method
After determining the weights of each evaluation indicator of the distribution network, the

TOPSIS-RSR method is used to evaluate each PV grid-connection scheme comprehensively. A high-
dimensional space is formed geometrically if the indicators are considered variables in a coordinate
system. Geometrically, each PV grid-connected scheme is a point determined by the values of multiple
indicators reflecting it in that space, and the comprehensive evaluation problem becomes the ranking
and evaluation of these spatial points.

TOPSIS is used for multi-objective decision analysis to determine the advantages and disad-
vantages of the scheme by the relative proximity Di, and its value close to 1 indicates the best PV
grid-connected scheme. The RSR method is a parameter-driven evaluation classification method [33],
which uses “RSR values” in the [0, 1] interval for classification. While TOPSIS reflects outliers in its
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calculations, it is limited to sorting and does not classify hierarchically. In contrast, the RSR method
simplifies the evaluation process and is suitable for hierarchical evaluations, but could overlook some
raw data details and outliers. Therefore, this paper combines the TOPSIS and the RSR methods,
using Di instead of “RSR values” for quantitative slotting, aiming to make the evaluation results more
scientific and reasonable.

Step 1: The eigenvalue matrix X of all secondary indicators is constructed and normalized
according to Eqs. (24) and (25).

Step 2: To improve the objectivity of PV grid-connected evaluation, the indicator weights
determined by the combined assignment method are taken into account in the normalization matrix
X ′, and each column of the evaluation matrix X ′ is multiplied by its corresponding integrated weight
to establish the weighted standardized evaluation matrix Z

(
zij

)
q×b

, that is:

zij = σjx
′
ij (39)

Step 3: Since the indicators have been positive, the maximum value z+
i of each indicator in all PV

grid-connected schemes can be used to form the ideal sample set Y+, and the minimum value z−
i of

each indicator can be used to form the negative ideal sample set Y−. Its formula is:{
Y+ = {

max zij | i = 1, 2, .., b
} = {

z+
1 , z+

2 , . . . , z+
b

}
Y− = {

min zij | i = 1, 2, .., b
} = {

z−
1 , z−

2 , . . . , z−
b

} (40)

Step 4: Let the Euclidean distances of the ith PV grid-connected scheme to be evaluated to the
positive and negative ideal solutions be S+

i and S−
i . Its formula is:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

S+
i =

√
q∑

j=1

(
z+

i − zij

)2

S−
i =

√
q∑

j=1

(
z−

i − zij

)2

(41)

Step 5: Calculate the relative posting schedule of the PV grid-connected scheme to be evaluated
Di, that is:

Di = S−
i

S+
i + S−

i

(42)

Step 6: The relative closeness Di is sorted from smallest to largest, and the frequency fi and
cumulative frequency

∑
fi of each PV grid-connected scheme are obtained, and the corresponding

cumulative frequency pi is obtained in turn, where the last term of pi is corrected using 1 − 1/4b. The
corresponding probability unit value (Probit) is obtained based on the relevant data in the Table of
Conversion of Percentages and Probability Units.

Step 7: With the probability unit value Probit as the independent variable and the relative posting
schedule Di as the dependent variable, a linear regression equation was fitted using MATLAB to grade
Di. The common grade probability unit critical values and the number of grades are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Staging probability unit threshold

Number of grades Probit threshold

3 4.00,6.00
4 3.50,5.00,6.50
5 3.20,4.40,5.60,6.80
6 3.00,4.00,5.00,6.00,7.00
7 2.86,3.72,4.57,5.44,6.28,7.14

In summary, the comprehensive evaluation process of distributed PV grid-connected based on the
combined assignment and TOPSIS-RSR method proposed in this paper is shown in Fig. 3.

Start

Constructing a two-level assessment system

Calculation of 17 secondary indicators

Constructing a judgment matrix for the AHP method

Calculation of the weights of  5 primary indicators

Pre-processing of the secondary indicators

Calculation of weights for the secondary indicators

Consistency analysis using Spearman's rank 
correlation coefficient

Calculate subjective and objective portfolio weights

Calculate the probability unit value(Probit)

Graded assessment using TOPSIS-RSR

End

Calculate the relative posting progress for the grid-
connected scheme

Input of distribution network parameters

Evaluation of 7 grid-connection scenarios using the 
TOPSIS methodology

Section 2 Section 3.1 Section 3.2
Section 3.3 Section 3.4

Figure 3: PV grid-connected comprehensive evaluation flow chart
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4 Case Study
4.1 Case Setup

On the basis of the comprehensive evaluation indicator system of distributed PV grid connection
established in the previous paper, the IEEE 33 node test system example based on MATLAB 2018 b
platform is established to verify the correctness and effectiveness of the combination of assignment
and evaluation method proposed in this paper, and its structure is shown in Fig. 4. Node 1 in the
example system is a node connected to the higher power grid, and the spacing between any two
adjacent nodes is the same, and a total of four branch lines are included, setting the length of the
longest branch line (nodes 1–18) as 10 km; The rated voltage of the system is 10 kV. The failure rates
of the line and distributed PV power supply are taken as 0.05 times/(km-year) and 5 times/(unit-year),
respectively. The corresponding average repair time is taken as 4.0 h/time and 50 h/time, respectively;
Various pollutant emission data are selected according to the paper [34]; The load reference value is
taken as 3.715 MW, and the PV power reference value is taken as PV output peak 0.47 MW; The load
parameters of the standard IEEE 33 node test system are used for each node load, and the user load is
calculated according to 4 kW/household; The load variation of each node of the system and the base
The distributed PV power output is shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 4: IEEE 33 node test system
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Figure 5: Load and PV power variation curve

The location and capacity of PV are set to simulate different access scenarios of PV in the
distribution grid. The access location, access power, and layout of distributed PV have a certain degree
of influence on each indicator of the distribution grid, so this paper sets up 7 scenarios of PV access
to the distribution grid, as shown in Table 2. In Case 1, five equal-capacity PV units are connected to
the front end of the distribution network, which is used to study the impact of the access location on
the distribution network indicators. Case 2 to Case 3 keep the same capacity as Case1 but change the
access location to the middle and the end, respectively; Case 4 to Case 5 have the exact access location
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as Case 2 but adjust the capacity; Case 6 and Case 7 use centralized and decentralized layout strategies,
respectively, with the same capacity.

Table 2: PV grid connection scheme setup

Scenes PV access location (Number of PV)

Case 1 2, 3, 5, 19, 23
Case 2 7, 9, 10, 11, 26
Case 3 15, 16, 18, 30, 32
Case 4 7, 9, 10(2), 11, 26(3)
Case 5 7(2), 9(2), 10, 11(3), 26(2)
Case 6 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 19, 20, 23, 26, 27
Case 7 1, 4, 7, 10, 14, 18, 22, 25, 26, 29, 32

According to the analysis in Section 2.5 of this paper, the Monte Carlo sampling scatter plots
under different PV power access quantities, access point distributions, and grid-connected power
conditions are shown in Fig. 6. The upper limit of the scatter set under the 1.05 p.u. limitation
constraint determines the inherent power absorptive of the distribution network Pz. Pz is 2.966 MW,
and the upper limit of PV outgoing power is 5.827 MW.
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Figure 6: Scatterplot of random scene sampling for PV access

4.2 Analysis of Calculation Results of Evaluation Indicators
The comprehensive evaluation indicator system of distributed PV grid connection established in

this paper can reflect the impact of distributed PV access on the distribution network from different
dimensions, and the specific degree of impact will change with the location, access power, and layout
of distributed PV access. According to the set IEEE 33 node example, the calculation results of each
evaluation indicator under seven distributed PV grid connection scenarios are shown in Table 3.

The data in Table 3 show that the system voltage quality has changed significantly after the PV
multi-points are connected to the distribution network. Compared with Case 1 and Case 2, Case 3,
whose grid connection location is concentrated at the end of the distribution network, node voltage
qualification rate is reduced by 4.68% and 4.25%, respectively, and the degree of voltage improvement
is improved to a certain extent. Case 5 has a 25% increase in the PV access power compared with
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Case 4, which produces a specific reduction in the node voltage qualification rate, and the degree of
voltage improvement is improved by 15%. Compared with Case 6, Case 7 has more decentralized PV
access locations and achieves better voltage improvement.

Table 3: Calculation results of evaluation indicators

Primary indicators Secondary
indicators

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7

Voltage quality
e1 0.9331 0.9293 0.8914 0.8611 0.8470 0.8356 0.8113
e2 0.0168 0.0177 0.0193 0.0020 0.0230 0.0245 0.0267

Reliability

g1 1.8367 1.8285 1.7969 1.7609 1.7509 1.7453 1.7402
g2 1.4825 1.4799 1.4637 1.4525 1.4435 1.4366 1.4319
g3 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999
g4 476.0690 469.9649 463.5730 459.8668 457.5068 456.3000 454.5822
g5 0.0351 0.0382 0.0426 0.0488 0.0539 0.0564 0.0573

Economy

h1 0.2450 0.2437 0.2370 0.2361 0.2359 0.2347 0.2336
h2 0.1723 0.1710 0.1703 0.1702 0.1702 0.1689 0.1698
h3 0.0518 0.0472 0.0426 0.0364 0.0416 0.0479 0.0461
h4 1.2168 1.3971 1.4753 1.5127 1.4882 1.4375 1.4436
h5 2.3612 3.5583 6.5829 11.3623 9.6258 4.5821 5.5865

Environmental
friendliness

v1 0.0686 0.0686 0.0686 0.1097 0.1371 0.1508 0.1508
v2 50.9581 50.9581 50.9581 32.1756 25.9148 23.6381 23.6381

Absorptive capacity
o1 0.0072 0.0111 0.1426 0.3453 0.3979 0.3764 0.3470
o2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0105 0.2137 0.2229
o3 0.0707 0.0645 0.0605 0.0326 0.0297 0.0285 0.0266

The distributed PV access has a positive effect on the power supply reliability, as the PV access
power increases, SAIFI and SAIDI decrease significantly, so the duration of continuous reliable power
supply to the load also increases, the ASAI indicator calculation result increases significantly, which
in turn makes the total power supply to the distribution network increase, the EENS indicator result
decreases accordingly, and the power supply reliability improves significantly. In Case 5, compared
with Case 4, SAIFI, SAIDI, and EENS are reduced by 0.57%, 0.62%, and 0.51%, respectively, and
the change rate of system power shortage is improved by 10.45%. In Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3,
the reliability improvement is more apparent when PVs are connected from the end of the distribution
network, and Case 7, where PVs are connected in a decentralized manner, has a more significant effect
on the reliability of the power supply than Case 6, where PVs are connected in a centralized manner.

In terms of economy, from Case 1 to Case 3, the results of all economic indicators are significantly
improved. The reason for this is that the lines between some nodes and power points in the distribution
network are longer, and the number of power equipment used is higher, and when the PV access
location is close to the end, the intensity of the use of power equipment in this part of the node is
reduced. The closer the access location is to the end, the more pronounced the magnitude of line loss
reduction. And as the PV access power gradually increases, when it is significantly higher than the load
demand, the distribution line loss increases instead of decreasing, in which the line loss of Case 4 is at
the lowest level. Compared with it, the average line loss rate of Case 5 increases by 12.5%, and the PV
access power of Case 6 and Case 7 continues to increase, and the line loss of both further increases.
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As a green energy source, distributed PV, with the increase of its grid-connected power, dramati-
cally reduces the emission of polluting gases during power generation, and plays a significant role in
improving the indicators related to the environmental friendliness of the distribution network.

Distributed PV with high penetration rate is connected, and when its grid-connected power
reaches the local absorptive limit of distribution network, the surplus PV power is considered to be sent
out. At this time, the PV outfeed rate of Case 5 has reached its peak, and there is a certain proportion
of abandoned light. From Case 5 to Case 7, the abandonment rate gradually increases and the PV
outfeed rate significantly decreases.

4.3 Analysis of Weight Calculation Results
4.3.1 Calculation of Subjective Weighting Indicators

The judgment matrix Ec of the primary indicators derived from the reciprocal inverse theory is
shown in Eq. (43).

Ec =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 1/2 3 5 2
2 1 4 6 3

1/3 1/4 1 2 1/2
1/5 1/6 1/2 1 1/3
1/2 1/3 2 3 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (43)

The maximum eigenvalue λmax of the judgment matrix of the primary indicators is calculated to
be 5.0463, and its consistency ratio is calculated to be CR = 0.0103 < 0.1 according to Eq. (22), so the
consistency test of matrix Ec can be judged to be passed. On this basis, the weight coefficients of each
level indicator are 0.2686, 0.4247, 0.0951, 0.0554 and 0.1562 respectively according to the eigenvalue
method shown in Eq. (23).

4.3.2 Calculation of Objective Weighting Indicators

The results of calculating the objective weights of the secondary indicators based on the entropy
weight method, coefficient of variation method and CRITIC method are shown in Fig. 7. Among
them, the entropy weight method and the coefficient of variation method are characterized by EVM
and COV, respectively.
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Figure 7: Calculation results of indicator weights by objective weighting method

The results in Fig. 7 show that in terms of voltage quality, the indicator of the degree of system
voltage improvement has the highest weight value, indicating that different PV grid-connection
schemes have a significant impact on this indicator; In terms of economy, the indicator of the average
unit cost of reactive power at nodes calculated by the entropy weight method has the highest weight
value, and the indicator of the maximum line operation loss improvement degree calculated by the
coefficient of variation method and the CRITIC method has the highest weight value; The degree
of improvement of the systemic pollutant gas emissions and PV abandonment rate are the highest
weighted indicators for environmental friendliness and absorptive capacity.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that there are some differences in the objective weight
calculation results of the three assignment methods, for example, for the expected amount of power
shortage in the reliability indicator, the weight calculated by the CRITIC method is nearly twice
as much as that of the entropy weight method. Since the weights of each secondary indicator in
the primary indicator are a collection of the results calculated by a single assignment method, it is
necessary to use Spearman’s correlation coefficient to check the consistency of the three assignment
results. The correlation coefficients of voltage quality, environmental friendliness, and absorptive
capacity indicators under different assignment methods are calculated to be 1.0, so only the Spearman
correlation coefficients of reliability and economy indicators are given, as shown in Fig. 8. The
correlation coefficients of the indicators under different assignment methods are all ≥0.7, and there is
a significant strong positive correlation, which can prove that the three objective assignment methods
have high consistency and meet the requirements of compatibility and consistency of the evaluation
method set for the combination of assignment.
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Figure 8: Spearman correlation coefficient calculation results

4.3.3 Subject-Objective Combination of Empowerment Results

By combining the subjective weights with the average values of the objective weights determined by
the three assignment methods of entropy weight method, coefficient of variation method and CRITIC
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method, the assignment results of the subjective and objective combinations of each secondary
indicator are calculated according to Eq. (38), as shown in Table 4. Influenced by the subjective weight
of the primary indicator AHP, the combination weight values of the secondary indicators under the
voltage quality and reliability indicators are degree of system voltage improvement, expected energy
not supplied, node voltage qualification rate and system power supply reliability rate have the largest
weights of 0.1472, 0.1326, 0.1214 and 0.0827, respectively, while the degree of system loss improvement
under the economic indicator has the smallest weight of 0.0130.

Table 4: Calculation results of integrated weighting of evaluation indicators

Voltage quality
e1 e2

0.1214 0.1472

Reliability
g1 g2 g3 g4 g5

0.0768 0.0579 0.0827 0.1326 0.0747

Economy
h1 h2 h3 h4 h5

0.0218 0.0211 0.0162 0.0130 0.0229

Environmental friendliness
v1 v2

0.0285 0.0268

Absorptive capacity
o1 o2 o3

0.0433 0.0663 0.0466

4.3.4 Comparative Analysis with Other Existing Empowerment Methods

The comparison of the assignment results between the method in this paper and the methods
proposed in references [16] and [17] are shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the weight calculation results of the proposed method with other methods
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Reference [16] used the coefficient of variation method to solve the weight of each indicator.
It only uses a single objective assignment method for weight calculation, which can not take into
account the advantages of subjective and objective assignment, and its weight calculation results differ
significantly from those of reference [17] and the weight calculation results of the combination of
subjective and objective assignment method proposed in this paper. The overall trend of the weight
values of the indicators in reference [17] and this paper is closer, and the confidence level is higher.
However, in this paper, in the dimension of reliability, the weights of most of the secondary indicators
are generally higher than those in reference [17], which is in line with the higher requirements for
reliability of modernized distribution grids under China’s national conditions; In addition, in the two
dimensions of absorptive capacity and economy, most of the secondary indicators in this paper are
similarly weighted higher than those in reference [17], which is in line with the main development
direction of the distribution network in the new era under China’s national conditions: to improve
the distribution network’s ability to consume distributed power sources and to reduce the operating
costs of the distribution network [35]. This shows the rationality and correctness of the combination
assignment method proposed in this paper.

4.4 Analysis of Weight Calculation Results
Based on the comprehensive weights of the indicators shown in Table 4, the results of the

comparison of the comprehensive scores of the seven distributed PV grid-connected schemes set in this
paper under the five primary indicator dimensions are calculated by the TOPSIS method as shown in
Fig. 10. The Euclidean distance S+

i , S−
i and relative posting progress Di of different PV grid-connected

schemes to the ideal solution are obtained by Eqs. (41) and (42), and each grid-connected scheme is
ranked according to the size of Di. The results are shown in Table 5.
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Figure 10: Comparison chart of different dimensional scores

From the results shown in Table 5 and Fig. 10, it can be seen that Case 4 has the highest ranking,
with excellent scores in all the primary indicators and the best overall effect on the distribution network
after grid connection; Compared with Case 4, the PV grid connection power of Case 5 is improved
by 25%, which is more outstanding in terms of environmental friendliness and reliability, but needs
to be improved in terms of voltage quality, and is ranked 2nd in the overall ranking. While Case 1
and Case 1 and Case 2 only have higher scores in voltage quality, and the other level indicators are at
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the bottom, so they are ranked lower in the overall ranking. Case 6 and Case 7 have higher scores in
terms of environmental friendliness and reliability, but because the access location of distributed PV
in Case 7 is relatively dispersed, it has a certain effect on voltage quality and reliability, so the overall
ranking is higher than that of Case 6. Compared with Case 1 and Case 2, the access location of PV in
Case 3 is at the end of the distribution network, so there is a certain improvement in all indicators, but
its PV grid-connected power is much lower than that of Case 4–Case 7 has a lower score in reliability
and environmental friendliness, and is ranked 4th in the overall ranking.

Table 5: PV grid-connected scheme comprehensive evaluation results

Scenes S+
i S−

i Di Sort results

Case 1 0.7983 0.4588 0.3650 7
Case 2 0.6988 0.4716 0.4030 6
Case 3 0.5921 0.7261 0.5508 4
Case 4 0.3137 0.7486 0.7047 1
Case 5 0.4255 0.7127 0.6262 2
Case 6 0.5605 0.5009 0.4719 5
Case 7 0.5323 0.7020 0.5687 3

The qualitative graded evaluation of TOPSIS evaluation results using the RSR method, ranked
the relative posting progress from smallest to largest, and obtained the corresponding probability unit
value (Probit) as shown in Table 6. With the probability unit value Probit as the dependent variable and
the relative posting progress as the independent variable, the linear regression equation was fitted using
MATLAB as Di = −0.1168 + 0.1225 × Probit, where the correlation coefficient in the regression
model: R = 0.9797, F = 241.16, P < 0.01, and the coefficient was significant, indicating that this
one-dimensional linear regression analysis has statistical significance.

Table 6: The probability unit value corresponding to the relative posting progress

Scenes Di fi Σfi Pi Probit

Case 1 0.3650 1 1 0.1429 3.9324
Case 2 0.4030 1 2 0.2857 4.4340
Case 6 0.4719 1 3 0.4286 4.8200
Case 3 0.5508 1 4 0.5714 5.1800
Case 7 0.5687 1 5 0.7143 5.5659
Case 5 0.6262 1 6 0.8571 6.0676
Case 4 0.7047 1 7 0.9643 6.8027

As shown in Table 7, in order to avoid too little grading leads to the inability to effectively
distinguish the advantages and disadvantages of PV grid-connected schemes and too much grading
leading to the loss of the significance of grading evaluation, this paper divides the grid-connected
schemes into four grades: good, fair, qualified, and poor, and conducts a qualitative evaluation of
each grid-connected scheme. According to the Probit critical values (3.50, 5.00, 6.50) selected in Table 1
and the critical relative closeness calculated by the linear regression equation, the seven grid-connected
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schemes are categorized into different grades. The grading result of Case 4 is “good,” which indicates
that the PV grid-connected scheme in Case 4 has the most positive effect on the distribution network.

Table 7: Assessment results grading

Grade Range of Di Range of Probit Grading results

Poor <0.3119 <3.50 –
Qualified [0.3119,0.4956] [3.50,5.00] Case 1, 2, 6
Fair [0.4956,0.6794] [5.00,6.50] Case 3, 5, 7
Good >0.6794 >6.50 Case 4

The composite scores of each evaluation object are obtained by directly multiplying the row
vectors composed of subjective and objective combination weights with the normalization matrix X ′.
The comparison between the composite scores of each evaluation object and the distributed PV grid-
connected evaluation results based on the TOPSIS method is shown in Fig. 11. Since the differences in
the values of the indicators in the normalization matrix X ′ are small, the differentiation of the scores of
PV grid-connected schemes obtained by the traditional function method is less obvious; In contrast,
the differences in the composite scores calculated by the TOPSIS method are relatively large, because
the TOPSIS method uses the Euclidean distance to represent the relative posting progress of each PV
grid-connected scheme, which results in a more objective and reliable composite score and effectively
reduces the probability of identical scores. At the same time, the relative closeness can reflect the degree
to which the grid-connected solution tends to be the ideal solution, which can more objectively reflect
the overall state of the evaluation object. Therefore, the evaluation results obtained in this paper are
more credible and accurate compared with traditional methods.
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Figure 11: Comparison of composite scoring results of different methods

5 Conclusion

This paper provides an in-depth discussion of the impact of distributed PV access on distribution
networks and establishes an evaluation system for distribution networks that considers distributed PV
access. The main conclusions include:
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1) Based on the traditional assessment system, this paper innovatively integrates environmental
friendliness and absorptive capacity assessment indicators. It constructs a two-level assessment
indicator framework, which provides a more rigorous and comprehensive theoretical structure for
assessing distribution networks.

2) The AHP method combined with the objective assignment strategy is used to calculate
the comprehensive weights of the indicators to ensure the objectivity and empirical reliability of
the assessment, and the introduction of Spearman correlation provides a scientific and reasonable
verification for the weight configuration.

3) Compared with other TOPSIS improvement methods, the TOPSIS-RSR comprehensive assess-
ment model constructed in this paper carries out statistical grading and uses relative posting progress
to replace RSR values for qualitative grading, which further extends the evaluation results of TOPSIS
and makes the qualitative evaluation results easier to present objectively. This method suits situations
where the indicator information is more random and many programs are to be graded, making the
evaluation results more reasonable and credible.

By corresponding and analyzing different distributed PV grid-connected schemes, the research
work in this paper provides a powerful reference for the operation, planning, management, and
decision-making of new distribution grids, both in terms of making judgments for the overall scheme
and in terms of revealing the impacts of the internal factors of each scheme on the assessment results.
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